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When Christopher Columbus started out on his famous voyage, we are told, he didn’t 

know where he was going, when he got to his destination he didn’t know where he 

was, and when he got back he didn’t know where he had been. Perhaps this quip has 

been popular because of a widespread suspicion, outside the United States, that it may 

describe us Americans during the whole two centuries of our national existence. But, 

like some other Old World characterisations of the relation between the Old World 

and the New, I believe this gives the Old World hero too much credit. 

  

For this suggests that Columbus really was an explorer. Actually, he was only a 

discoverer, although, of course, a very great one. In the present lecture, I will try to 

recount how the American experience stirred mankind from discovery to exploration, 

from the cautious quest for what they knew (or thought they knew) was out there, into 

an enthusiastic reaching to the unknown.  

 

When we say that men climb the highest mountain ‘simply because it’s there’, we 

think we are describing changeless human nature. Actually, we are expressing a 

peculiarly modern point of view. Mountain- climbing is emphatically a modern Sport. 

For most of human history, men not only feared the unknown, they shunned it. For 

millennia, people stood in awe of mountain- peaks, glaciers and all remote fastnesses. 

The English Historiographer Royal, James Howell (1594?-1666), in the 17th century, 

described the Alps as high and hideous’, ‘uncouth, huge, excrescences of nature’, 

‘bearing nothing but craggy stones’. A characteristic piece of mountain-literature in 

the early 18th century was J. B. Scheuchzer’s Treatise on Alpine Dragons (1723), 

which discussed such interesting questions as whether the wingless dragons found in 

mountains were females, or were actually a species of their own. The prevailing view 

of the unexplored mountain landscape was expressed by Shelley:  

 

This wall of eagle.baffling mountain,  

Black, wintry, dead, unmeasured; without herb,  

Insect, or beast, or shape or sound of life.  

 

The unknown and the forbidden were thought to be the same.  

 

Not until the late 18th century did Europeans make an adventure of the effort to scale 

their mountains. The first recorded ascent of Mt Blanc was not until 1786. Climbing 

the mountain simply because it is there, then, is not an idea as old as the hills. 

Mankind was slow to reach into the unknown. The unknown—’ the bourne from 

which no traveller returns ‘—was the realm of death and devils.  

 

A glance at the best world-maps (mappae mundi) of the late middle ages will instantly 

show us the meaning that America was destined to have for man’s attitude toward his 
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own knowledge. The great map of Fra Mauro (1459), commonly regarded as the 

climax of pre-Columbian cartography, shows the earth substantially covered by the 

continents, with only a thin fringe of water. The three ‘known’ continents—Africa, 

Asia, Europe—are closely connected into ‘the island of the earth’. Fra Mauro’s map 

documented the dogma of the Book of Esdras in the Apocrypha, according to which 

the planet was covered six-sevenths by land and only one-seventh by water. In order 

to cover the sphere of the planet with so much land, it was necessary to extend Asia 

out beyond its actual bounds, and, at the same time, to reduce the oceans—all of 

which made the water- distance from the Iberian Peninsula to Asia conveniently short. 

It was such orthodox miscalculations as these that encouraged Columbus.  

 

Fra Mauro’s map, like other mappae mundi, was meant to be complete, a kind of wall 

atlas. Every city of considerable size was noted on it, with a tiny bird’s-eye view of 

the characteristic architecture, and the appropriate animals roundabout on the 

landscape. On Fra Mauro’s map there were no terrae incognitae. Any supposed 

‘fourth part of the world’ had no right to exist, There was no place to put it! 

 

All this helps us understand why Columbus was a discoverer and not an explorer, Let 

me remind you of the crucial nuance that distinguishes these two roles. The 

etymology of the word ‘discover’ is obvious. Its primary meaning is to uncover, or 

disclose to view. The discoverer, then, is a finder. He shows us what he already knew 

was there. Columbus set out to ‘discover’, to find, the westward oceanic route to Asia. 

Of course, he knew the ocean, and he knew of Asia. He set out to find the way. The 

word ‘explore’ has quite different connotations. Appropriately, too, it has a disputed 

etymology. Some say it comes from ex (out) and plorare (to cry out), on the analogy 

of ‘deplore’. The better view appears to be that it comes from ex (out) and piorare 

(from pluere, to flow). Either etymology reminds us that the explorer is one who 

surprises (and so makes people cry out), or one who makes new knowledge flow out.  

 

The discoverer, then, simply uncovers; but the explorer opens. The discoverer 

concludes a search; he is a finder. The explorer begins a search; he is a seeker. And he 

opens the way for other seekers. The discoverer is the expert at what is known to be 

there. The explorer is the adventurer who risks uncertain paths to the unknown. Every 

age is inclined to give its laurels to the discoverers, those who finally arrive at the 

long-thought inaccessible, known destination. But posterity—the whole human 

community—owes its laurels to the happener-upon dark continents of the earth and of 

the mind, the courageous wanderer in worlds never known to be there. He is the 

explorer.  

 

It should be plain, then, that Columbus had the skills and the cast of mind of a 

discoverer. By the standards of his day, he was (as Samuel Eliot Morison has shown) 

a navigator of high expertise and wide experience. He was an able organiser, an 

effective commander. He thought he knew where he was going, he was convinced 

that he knew what he was looking for, and he believed—he even insisted—that he had 

found what he went to discover. Columbus required members of his crew, under 

penalties, to swear that the land they reached was no mere island, but the ‘mainland’ 

of Asia. According to his best biographers, he went to his death unaware (and 

unwilling to imagine) that the transatlantic lands he had touched were a New World. 

A great discoverer—we might even say an obstinate discoverer—but hardly a prophet 

of the exploring spirit.  
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Until someone seriously entertained the possibility of a new figment—a ‘fourth part 

of the world’ in addition to Asia, Africa and Europe-Europeans would continue to 

waste their ingenuity trying to make the Americans fit on to their crude cartography of 

Asia. Few other subjects have recently excited such scholarly passions as this 

question of who really ‘invented’ America. The notorious odium theologicum has 

been matched by this odium geographicum. It was troublesome enough to have to 

revise Fra Mauro’s map to find a place for whole new continents. But if the best maps 

of the world had left out so many lands, what did this mean for all the rest of 

knowledge?  

 

The maps of the new age of exploration would bear a new legend: ‘All the world 

which has been discovered up to this time.’ ‘Up to this time’! These few words at the 

head of Diego Ribero’s world-chart of 1529, a classic of the new geography, 

proclaimed the exploring spirit, the spirit of voyagers into the known, in search of 

they knew not what. This was the telltale clue that the imagination of Europe was 

about to be Americanised. Less by the land and treasure of the Western Hemisphere, 

than by the simple discovery of the unknown. More’s Utopia (1516), published only 

25 years after Columbus’s first voyage, was the imaginary report of a young man who 

had travelled to the New World with Amerigo Vespucci.  

 

When British colonists settled in North America in the early 17th century, there were 

probably not more than three million Indians scattered over an area twice the size of 

Europe—which then had a population estimated at about 100 million. Across the 

3,000-mile-wide continent, this indigenous population was spread thinly and 

sporadically. Within the area of the British seaboard colonies, American Indians had 

not developed an urban culture, nor had they created large settled communities with 

which the English late- corners had to compete. The whole present area of the United 

States, compared to any place where considerable numbers of Britons actually settled, 

was a void. ‘We can no longer say there is nothing new under the sun,’ Thomas 

Jefferson wrote Joseph Priestley in 1801. ‘For this whole chapter in the history of man 

is new. The great extent of our republic is new. Its sparse habitation is new.’  

 

By contrast with North America, the other places to which European seafarers went at 

the beginning of the Age of the Sea (and the places toward which Columbus himself 

was aiming), were settled, even congested, communities. Vasco da Gama’s first 

voyage to India was carefully planned to reach the very place where he actually 

arrived. He hoped to secure the well-known prized products available there. Laden 

with trade-goods——striped cloth, scarlet hoods, hats, strings of coral, hand wash-

basins, sugar, oil and honey—he finally reached his destination, Calicut, on the south-

western coast of the Indian peninsula. There, he offered this merchandise to the 

Zamorin, the Hindu ruler of the place, who, at first, laughed, and then was insulted by 

such shoddy stuff. One of the most important pieces of information that da Gama 

brought back to Portugal was that future voyager-traders had better bring a quite 

different stock, preferably gold.  

 

The piously-repeated missionary purpose of the Portuguese—to convert the Muslim  

—would make sense only in populated places. This motive, too, led them to distant 

metropolises, with stops at cities on the way.  
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From this perspective, the Portuguese could hardly have viewed the American void as 

a desirable destination. Strange, then, that the vacancy of North America should prove 

to be its peculiar promise to the world. But emptiness was America’s special fertility. 

This made it possible— and even necessary—for English settlers to organise their 

own communities, to trans. plant their institutions, and so start life afresh.  

 

The great innovation in English philosophy in that first age of American settlement 

was John Locke’s appeal to experience. His interesting suggestion could be summed 

up in the notion that, at birth, every man’s mind was an America. The human mind, he 

said, was a tabula rasa—a blank sheet—on which the facts of life could inscribe their 

record, so making experience into knowledge. ‘In the Beginning,’ he observed, ‘all 

the world was America.’ He seized the American opportunity himself when he wrote 

his own constitution for the newly- settled Carolinas.  

 

By accident, the British came first upon an area where the native settlements were 

even sparser, less developed, and more shallow-rooted than those of some other parts 

of North America. By contrast, the Spanish first dominated areas to the west and 

south where the indigenous people had a more highly-developed, focused, urban 

culture.  

 

Spanish missionary priests used the institutions that they found ready-made as their 

framework of control. The first great Spanish exploit in the Americas was Cortès’s 

conquest of Mexico, his notorious subjugation and betrayal of Montezuma to secure 

his treasure—a feat that was rivalled only 15 years later (1532) by Pizarro’s hijacking 

of the Emperor of the Incas of Peru.  

 

The Spanish, by the luck of the draw, which they had the courage and the ruthlessness 

to make the most of, became conquistadors. The English became colonists and 

settlers. The Spanish conquered the Aztecs and the Incas, the English conquered the 

land.  

 

A contempt for the Indians would continue to mar the history of British settlements in 

North America. And it survived the centuries. While the Spanish and the Portuguese 

generally viewed the American Indians as peoples to be conquered, converted and 

assimilated, the English and their heirs commonly viewed the Indians as another 

hostile fixture of a wild landscape. Like the forests, they had to be cleared away.  

 

The age that came upon a surprising fourth part of the earth’ also saw what J. H. Parry 

has called the ‘Discovery of the Sea.’ And the era of Columbus witnessed ‘the victory 

of the caravel over the camel’. The revelation of so much more land on this planet 

was paralleled by an equally fertile revelation that the oceans were much vaster than 

had been imagined. In fact, to everybody’s amazement, most of the planet was 

covered by a single plan. etary Ocean Sea, and the oceans were inter. connected, so 

that a good seaman, with a proper ship, could sail from any shore of any ocean to any 

other.  

 

The most modern maps would be charts of ocean highways, of the watery paths from 

any place to any place else. Ptolemy, whose Africa curved eastward, merging into 

China, had shown the Indian Ocean as a vast lake, a kind of Asiatic Mediterranean. If 

Ptolemy had been correct, it would have been impossible to reach India by sailing 
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around Africa. But even before Columbus, the oceans had begun to merge and open 

up on the most widely accepted maps. Fra Mauro’s map, for example, modified 

Ptolemy to show the Indian Ocean as an open sea flowing round the tip of Africa.  

 

As the voyages of Columbus and his followers enlarged men’s vision of the land, so 

other voyages enlarged their vision of the sea. Magellan’s ‘Discovery of the Sea’, 

besides revealing that the earth was larger than had been imagined, actually 

discovered a third ocean. That was, of course, what we now call the Pacific.  

 

When Magellan and his crew left the Atlantic and entered the Pacific going westward 

round Cape Horn at the tip of South America, they expected that the Pacific— then 

known to them only as the Great Gulf —could be crossed in a few weeks. They were 

taught their error in the most painful and persuasive way. They were at sea for nearly 

four months before they reached Guam. They kept alive by eating rats, chewing 

sawdust, gnawing leather and scraping the barrels for powdered, wormy biscuits. The 

Pacific Ocean, to their astonishment, covered one-third the area of the globe.  

 

Still the most important—if least celebrated—of all the geographic discoveries of that 

age was that the oceans of the world were all connected. This meant, inevitably, that 

vast areas of all accurate European, mappae mundi now would have to be left blank. 

Terrae incognitae, which before had not even existed, now became enormous.  

 

The British settlements in North America, as it happened, were the converging 

product of the revelation of twin unknowns: unknown continents and an unknown 

ocean. The Europeans who went to settle in America naturally profited from the new 

techniques of the Age of the Sea. ‘There is no sea innavigable,’ boasted Robert 

Thorne in 1527, ‘no land uninhabitable.’ The whole human destiny was being new-

shaped by the great sea-going vessels. Mariners now navigating no longer by lead and 

line, nor by familiar landmarks, but by sun and stars, could carry hundreds of 

passengers thousands of miles out of sight of land.  

 

While the earlier traders to known places had carried merchants, sailors and soldiers,  

along with trading goods and a few missionary priests, the first ships to the new 

‘plantations ‘ in the American void actually carried communities. Whole 

communities! Now, for the first time, whole communities could go as explorers—

seeking into the unknown. While the Trinid.cxd, the Concepon and the Victoria (the 

Magellan ships) carried merchandise as their main cargo, the Mayflower carried 

people, together with all their tools for living. Among the Mayflower’s incidental 

undeclared cargo were such items as the Magna Carta,  the Bible, and the unwritten 

traditions of the English constitution.  

 

But the exploring communities did not end at the Atlantic seaboard. The whole 

remainder of the North American continent —much of it, even into the 19th century, 

still a void—was an arena for American communities on the move. For at least two 

centuries, such communities could keep moving into new unknowns.  

 

A simple way of explaining what made this new kind of community-adventure 

possible was that Englishmen now had the power to leap. The sea was their floating 

medium and the sizeable vessels of the 17th and 18th century were their flying 
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machines. Crossing the sea had become a vastly different experience from that of 

crossing the land.  

 

Until the 16th century, the land was the common path that men followed even to the 

greatest distances. European travellers to the East in Marco Polo’s day and the 

generation following usually went most of the way by land. Outside the 

Mediterranean, the main paths of long-distance trade, like the Silk Route, went 

overland. Land travel, too, tended to limit what could be carried to articles that were 

not bulky and yet were of high intrinsic value—in other words, luxury goods.  

 

Now the sea opened all sorts of new possibilities, not only of what could be carried, 

but of who could go, and how far, and in what numbers. This new power to leap on 

the sea was not as melodramatic as the power to fly through the air which was to 

come half a millennium later. But it was, in its own way, a power of flight—a power 

to go straight to raw and strange and distant places, without passing through others in 

between.  

 

The sea was wonderfully empty. That cultural emptiness (like the American void) 

would help explain much that would be possible in America. The enormous, Un- 

peopled ocean vacuum would become a precondition for revealing new possibilities 

in English institutions, for allowing whole communities to become explorers of an 

America unknown. Obviously, the colonists who came on shipboard at Plymouth in 

England would arrive at Plymouth in New England In the same cultural condition in 

which they had left. A prolonged community-life on shipboard might bring them 

closer together, but gave no opening for extraneous cultural forces. Since there were 

no strange peoples, institutions, cultures, landscapes or merchandise on the way, their 

six weeks’ voyage of 3,000 miles left them uncontaminated.  

 

A trek of comparable length across any landscape would have been incomparably 

more enriching or contaminating. The English Crusaders who finally reached the 

Holy Land—after encounters with new products, new ideas, new languages, new 

religions— arrived as quite different persons from those who left. Such travels of 

Englishmen on land were important for the ideas or objects or ways of doing things 

that were picked up, lost or exchanged on the way there and back. The newly-charted 

Atlantic Ocean provided a medium through which English traditions, culture and 

institutions could be carried, securely ship-packaged— hermetically sealed for 

weeks—to be opened and tested at a strange destination.  

 

These English settlements in America were not only outposts of empire, they were 

outposts of history. There, the communities of Europeans who had leaped the ocean 

also leaped the centuries. In those they called ‘Indians’, they saw how their primitive 

ancestors had lived in the primeval millennia. The ‘colonist’ (the word had only lately 

come into the language in this sense) discovered that the centuries of progress had 

actually obscured many features of mankind, many possibilities of human community. 

He gradually awakened to unsuspected talents in himself and in his neighbours, 

awakened to new ways for people to cluster together, new institutions to help men 

lean on one another. The opportunity which Sir Arthur Conan Doyle conceived in his 

Lost World had become an everyday experience for Americans— with the roles of 

dinosaur and brontosaurus having been played by rattlesnake and raccoon, bison and 

wapiti.  
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Modern European civilisation, possessed of the achievements of Christendom, the 

liberalising influence of Protestantism, the innovating spirit of the Renaissance, and 

the exploring vision of modern science, found itself in America suddenly on a scene 

of pre-history. When before had there been so intimate, so extensive, so vivid a 

confrontation of two such disparate stages In human development? When before had 

there been such communities of explorers, men joined together to discover new 

possibilities in the unknown?  

 

This encounter between disparate epochs and disparate civilisations was an example 

of a fertile verge. For ‘verge’, in my vocabulary of world history, is a boundary 

between anything and anything else—including, of course, the boundary between the 

known and the unknown, the familiar and the strange. That is a place where new ideas 

and new institutions grow, where new opportunities appear, where commerce in 

products and in thought can flourish. A verge is a kind of landscape—of the earth or 

of the mind—that willy-nilly makes every man and woman into an explorer.  

 

The so-called ‘frontier’—that place of encounter between the westward-moving 

settlements of modern Europeans and the wilderness, which some historians call the 

secret of American vitality and the incubator of American democracy—is only one 

example.  

 

America was a whole continent of verges, of countless edges between the known and 

the unknown, of innumerable surprising encounters. During its first centuries, the 

United States would experience more different kinds of verges than any other great 

modern nation. The long Atlantic coast where the early colonial settlements flourished 

was, of course, a verge between land and sea. Every step inland was a new verge 

between the European and the American Indian, between people and wilderness. As 

cities grew and were sprinkled around the continent, each new Nashville, Denver or 

Tulsa was another verge between urban ways and those of a raw countryside, 

Immigration from without was a creator of countless verges-for peoples from Europe, 

Africa and Asia. The vastness and variety of the continent created countless 

opportunities for immigrants within. As the numbers and kinds of immigrants 

multiplied, verges multiplied in geometric progression. 

 

 


